
The Acoustic FWC™ philosophy looks at every surface  
as an opportunity for noise minimization. 

Every room is a cube with six sides: one floor, four walls  
and one ceiling. Six internal surfaces that contribute to  
either reflecting noise or Making Quiet™. Acoufelt’s  
designs, treatments and proprietary capabilities are  
used cumulatively to provide integrated and holistic  
acoustic solutions. 

acoufelt.com/acoustic-fwc

Acoufelt™ is all about Making Quiet™ for  
working, learning and living spaces. 

World class thought leadership drives the Acoufelt Acoustic 
FWC™ philosophy of delivering acoustic materials suitable 
for all three surfaces; Floor, Wall and Ceiling. Our industry 
specific innovative solutions eliminate compromise, allowing 
you to design for the ears as well as the eyes.

acoufelt.com

Acoustic FWC™

The Story

Acoufelt acoustic products are manufactured using a 
high percentage of recycled materials, making them fully 
recyclable at their end life, as well as able to meet a variety 
of global environmental accreditation labels including 
Declare, SCS Global, LEED and USGBC. 

Sustainability  
is Standard 

Making Quiet™ is about delivering on a promise.  We take a 
holistic and integrated approach to solving our customers’ 
acoustic problems, meaning we create solutions not products. 

Acoufelt’s acoustic expertise combined with advanced 
printing, cutting, bevelling and imagery design manufacturing 
methods enable us to offer a custom solution for the client.

#MAKINGQUIET is
about Solutions

MAKING QUIET™ FOR WORKING,  
LEARNING AND LIVING SPACES 



QuietPrint™ applies print technology that colors  
the fiber with high precision, whilst ensuring 
air-gaps in the porous material remain open to 
absorbing noise. 

acoufelt.com/quietprint

The highest performing commercially graded 
acoustic carpet tiles in the Acoufelt floor offering 
feature QuietBack™; the holistic carpet construction 
optimized for noise absorption.

acoufelt.com/quietback

World class thought leadership drives our approach 
to problem solving and delivering innovative 
solutions. People, strategy and culture is at the 
heart of Acoufelt’s international success. The 
Acoufelt Advisory Board of global industry leaders 
within the fields of acoustics, design, materiality, 
manufacturing, health and human factors has 
enabled us to excel in industry leadership. 

acoufelt.com/people

QuietPrint™  
removes  
Compromise

QuietBack™  
is Foundational 

Global Talent,  
Care and  
Knowledge


